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1. Introduction

If /(z) is analytic at the origin, /(0) = 0, and /'(0) = X, where
0 < \X\ < 1, then Koenigs' [3] solution of Schroeder's equation w(f(z)) =
Xw(z), with multiplier X, is given by w(z) = limn-0OA-n/n(z). Here /"(z)
denotes the nth iterate of /(z), defined inductively as /°(z) = z, f(z) =
f{fn'lff))> » = 1, 2, 3, • • •. More generally the solution w(z) of Schroeder's
equation is uniquely determined to within a multiplicative constant by the
requirement that it be analytic at the origin. From the uniqueness it follows
that if g(z) is analytic at the origin, vanishes there, and commutes with
f(z), i.e., f(g(z)) =g(f(z)), then w(g(z)) =/*w(z), for some multiplier ft.
Since w'(0) = 1 for Koenig's' solution, it has an inverse locally, and we find
that g(z) is uniquely determined by its linear part; in fact g(z) = url(pw{z)).
In particular the integral iterates of / can be put in the form w-1(X"w[z))
for integral n. Thus for any a, real or complex, we may define /"(z), consistent
with the above definition when a is a positive integer, as w~x (X" w (z)). In this
manner any function g(z) of the above type can be considered as an iterate of
f(z). Also if a, /?, ^ 0 are any two distinct points sufficiently close to the
origin there exists an analytic function g[z) which commutes with /(z)
such thatg(0) = 0, g{a) = /?. In fact g(z) = w-1{xw(z)), where the multiplier
X = w(P){w(<*))~1- T hese facts are all well known, e.g. [2] [5], and we shall
establish analogous results in a more general situation.

If \X\ = 0, 1, or / is a non-analytic transformation, the above discussion
is no longer immediately applicable. For an excellent account in these
cases see [8]. Particularly in the former case, the solution of Abel's equation
<p(f(z)) = <p(*)+<* serves much the same purpose as w(z). In the case of an
analytic transformation of a space of two real or complex variables into itself,
we shall show that even when Schroeder's equation has no analytic solution,
the same nice behaviour evidenced above when 0 < \X\ < 1, may still
prevail. This will be done by applying an algorithm similar to Koenigs', to a
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functional equation which is an appropriate generalization of those of
Schroeder and Abel. Specifically let t{x,y) = {fx,ft) where

* -* /i(*. V) = anx+al2y-\

V ->• fzi*. y) = anx+a2iy-\

be an analytic transformation of two dimensional complex space into itself.
Here and subsequently a series of dots indicates a power series which con-
verges absolutely in some neighborhood of the origin and contains only
powers of order two and higher in the variables x, y, If the eigenvalues
Ax, A2, of the matrix [ait] of coefficients of the linear part of / are distinct,
then a preliminary linear transformation reduces / to the simpler form

(1) /i(*. y) =

If

(2) ( X W . i a . K l , and X\^^,X%^XX,

for all positive integers p, q then Schroeder's equation

( 3 ) *>>1{J1,fa)=X1w1(x,y)
wtVi.f») = X2w2(x, y),

has a formal power series solution, but the obvious generalization of Koenigs'
solution does not exist unless |Ai|2 < |A2| ^ \XX\. By suitably interpreting
Koenigs' algorithm, and other techniques, many authors [1], [6], [7], have
shown that if the conditions (2) are satisfied then (3) possesses a unique
solution w = (wlt wt) of the form w% = x-\- • • •,wi = y+ • • •, i.e. in this
case / can be linearized by means of the transformation w. If X\ = A2, for
some positive integer p, then equating coefficients in (3) we find that it has
no solution w even as formal power series, Bellman's result [1]. Leau [4],
has, however, shown in » dimensions the existence of a solution having at best
singularities of logarithmic type distributed on surfaces passing through the
origin. The exact nature of his solution is not clear since it involves an arbi-
trary solution of Abel's equation.

We consider now the exceptional cases. If A, = A2, then in general /can
only be reduced to the form

( 4 ) / i ( * . y) =••

/•(*. y) =

by a preliminary linear transformation. If Ax = A", A2 = A, |A| ̂  0, 1, then
the form (1) can by a further transformation be reduced to
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where the terms in brackets vanish at (0, 0). To see this, suppose /x in (1)
has the form fx(x, y) = k"x+a2y

2-] \-avy"-\ , where the terms repre-
sented by the second series of dots have no pure yz, • • •, yv terms. Let t be the
transformation t(x, y) = (x+b2y*+ \-bp-it/'~1,y) and t-1 its inverse. By
direct substitution we find that for k < p the coefficient of y* in the compo-
site transformation (tofo t'1), is of the form (A*—Ap)6t+ai+9p(61, • • •,
h-i) for k > 2, and (A2—k")bi+a2, for k = 2, where q> is a polynomial in
the indicated 6's with coefficients which are polynomials in those of /,
Solving successively for b2, • • •, &,_-,, we can determine the required trans-
formation t. Our problem now is to characterize all analytic transformations
g, with #(0, 0) = (0, 0), which commute with /, and incidentally, define a
set of analytic iterates {/"} of / for arbitrary a consistent with the integral
iterates, defined of course as

P(x, y) = (x, y)
r(x, y) = /(/r1, / r 1 ) n = 1, 2, 3, • • •.

If / has the form (4) our method is to find an analytic solution w =
(w1, w2) of the functional equations

using an algorithm analogous to Koenigs'. When /has the form (5) we replace
(6) by
,7) »i(/i, /*) = A'Wifc, y)+a(w2{x, y))'

»2(/i./s) =he2(x,y).

Since our techniques in both cases are very similar we shall present the
details for (6) and sketch them only for (7). We shall always assume that in
(4) and (5) 0 < |A| < 1.

For any a, real or complex, and some determination of A" we define the
fractional iterate /" of / by the equations

(s) »i(/J. ft) = A"»i(*. y)+od*-1w2(x, y)

if / has the form (4), and

, . »i(/5. ft) = *•»»!(*. y)+aod**->w2{x, y)

»i(E. £)=*•» , (* , y)
if / has the form (5). The /* so defined will be shown to have the same
properties as the integral iterates in a neighborhood of the origin and to be
identical to them for integral a. Further it will follow from the proofs, that
f is analytic in a in any simply connected region of the a plane, omitting
the origin, on which it is defined.
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In order to construct his solutions of Schroeder's equation, Leau [4],
used functional equations similar to (6), (7), and proved the existence of
analytic solutions by the method of dominant series. He did not however
use his solutions to construct a family of fractional iterates, or to examine
the more general question of classifying all analytic transformations which
commute with /.

2. The case At = A?

The transformation / now has the form (4). Without loss of generality
for our purposes, we may assume that the power series representing /
converge absolutely for |a:| + |i/| ^ 1. Choose a constant k > \ so that the
sum of the absolute values of terms represented by dots in (4) are bounded
above by A(M + |y|)2, for |*| + |y| ^ 1. We then have

LEMMA 2.1. Let s be real, s2 < \X\ < s < 1, and put /? = l + (s—IAI)"1.
The region Q defined by

(10) Q = {(*, y); |*|+/%| < (s-iAIPCl+K?)]-1},

is then contained in \x\-\- \y | ^ \,is mapped into itself by f, and for all (x, y) e Q,
and positive integers n,

(11) l/?l+fl/Sl^s"(l+/8).

PROOF. We have (s-|A|) < 1 < ft(l+j8), i.e., (s-|A|)[^(l+/S)]-1 < 1,
and (s—|A|)[/5A(1+/S)]-1 < 1, proving the first assertion. For (x,y)eQ,

since (|*|+|y|)[ft(l+/J)] ^ s-\X\ = 0(s-\A\)-l. This proves the second
assertion. The last follows by iterating this inequality for (x, y) e Q.

The first result of this section is given by

THEOREM 2.1. Put

< ( * . V) = l-nUl(*, y)-nfl~1{x, y)], wn
2{x, y) = A—£(*, y),

for n = 1, 2, • • •. Then w= {plt wz) = limn.,^^", w%), exists and is an
analytic solution of (6) for (x, y) eQ.w satisfies w(0, 0) = (0, 0), w^x, y) =
* + • • •, w2(x, y) = y-\- • • •, and any other solution of (6) analytic at the
origin with w'(0, 0) = (0, 0) is of the form w1 = (az01+/?a>2, OLW2), for some
constants a, fi.
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PROOF. Provided the series on the right converges

But for M S 0 and (x, y) e Q,

)" = bn

by the estimate of lemma 2.1. The choice of s, ensures that bn is the nth
term of a convergent series, and so w2 certainly exists and is analytic in Q.
Similarly for (x, y) e Q, and n > 0,

The right hand side of this inequality is the wth term of a convergent series,
and repeating the above argument w1 exists and has the stated properties.
Also

Thus ^ ( / j , /2) = Xw^x, y)+wz{x, y), and similarly w2(/,, /2) = Xwz{x, y),
as required.

To prove the last assertion; let w' = (w[,w'2) be another solution of
(6) analytic at the origin. The transformation w is invertible in a neigh-
borhood of the origin and the inverse w"1 = (wj"1, w^1) satisfies

(/o w-1)^, y) = w^iXx+y, Xy)
(/o w-1)^, y) = w^(Xx+y, Xy).

The composite transformation w' o w^1 thus satisfies

Xw[{w^, w^+w'^Wi1, w?) = (w1 o /o i*^1)!
= w[{w?{Xx+y, Xy), w^(te+y, Xy)),

and similarly

Xw'2(w?, w?) = w'2(w^(Xx+y, Xy), w^{Xx+y, Xy)),

i.e., it commutes with the linear transformation t(x, y) = (Xx+y, Xy).
However, by equating coetficients, we find that the only analytic transfor-
mation u which commutes with t is a linear transformation of the form
u = (xx+(}y, xy), oc, /?, arbitrary. Since w' o w"1 commutes with t, w' =

By repeated application of (6) we find that
1w2{x, y)
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for positive integral n. Since w is invertible, the equations (12) define fn

uniquely. Similarly f defined by (8) is clearly analytic at the origin and
solving for it, we have fa(x, y) = {Xax+xX*-1y+ • • •, Xay-\- • • •). These
iterates of f clearly commute with / and have the further properties
/« o ft = /«+', l im^0/ a = identity.

The following theorem completes the discussion in this section.

THEOREM 2.2. (i) There is a 1—1 correspondence between the set of all
transformations g analytic at the origin and satisfying

(13) g(0, 0) = (0, 0), got=fog,

and the set of all linear transformations u(x, y) = (ax-\-fly, a.y).
(ii) / / (xlt y-i), (x2, y2), ^ (0» 0) are any two distinct -points sufficiently

close to the origin, there exists a unique analytic transformation g satisfying
(13) and such that g{xlt yx) = (x2, y2), iff w2(xlt yx) # 0. / / w2(xlt yj = 0
such a transformation exists iff w2(x2, «/2)

 = 0. *w which case there exists a
one parameter family of them.

PROOF. Clearly every transformation g defined in a neighborhood of
the origin by the equation wog = u o w, has the properties (13). Con-
versely ifg satisfies (13) then w of og = w og o f and w o g is a solution
of (6). Thus by theorem 2 1 i e o ; satisfies w og = u o w for some linear
transformation u of the class stated.

(ii) If Wtfa.yj) ^ 0 , put

P = [»i(*». y*)u>t{xi. yJ-
and let u be the linear transformation u(x, y) = (az+fSy, ay). Let g be
defined by wog = u o w. g then has the properties (13) and moreover
wog{x1>y^) ^= u o w{xl,yl) = w{x2,y2). Since w is invertible locally,
we have g(x1, yx) = (xt, y2) as required. If wt(xx, yv) = 0 = w2{xit y2)
put a = [w1(x1, yi)]~1[it>1(x2, y2)] in u and let /? be arbitrary. The equation
w o g = u o w then defines a one parameter family of transformations g
with the desired properties. Note: a is finite and non zero since by assumption
(x,, yx), (x2, y2), •£ (0, 0). If w2{xlt yx) = 0, w2(x2, y2) ^ 0, there exist no
constants a, /?, such that

i.e. this requirement is necessary as well as sufficient.

3. The case k\ = A2

We assume f has been reduced to the form (5), and we seek a solution w
of (7). Defining
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« * . V) = A-B|>[/J(x, y)-na(f^-1{x, y))»],

we have
"JVi. /t) = *'«•

Also

In this case the estimate of lemma 2.1, must be replaced by two estimates.
We note tirst that if / is given by (5) then for some k > \, we have,
\fi{x,y)\p 2s I^J/l'+^d^l + lyDd l̂ + lyl11), for |x| + |y| ^ 1. Choosing k large
enough we may also assume that in (5),

for \x\ + \y\ £ 1.

Proven in the same manner as lemma 2.1, we now have

LEMMA 3.1. Let s be real, s1*1" < \X\ < s < 1, and put 0 = l + \a\
(s-|A|)-». The region Q={(x,y); |*|+fly| < (s-A)[(l+^)*]-1}, is then
contained in |a;| + |y| < 1, is mapped into itself by f, and for all (x, y) sQ,
and positive integers n,

Adapting the methods of theorem 2.1, to the present situation we have

THEOREM 3.1. Let (wj, w^) be defined by (14) and put w — {wu w2) =
lim,,.,,^ (w*, w^). Then w exists in a neighborhood of the origin and is an analytic
solution of (7). wt = x+ • • •, w2 = y-\- • • •, and any other solution w' of (7)
with w'(0, 0) = (0, 0) which is analytic at the origin is of the form w =
(aJ>w1+/8(tt|2)1>, aiê ) for some constants a, /?.

The transformation w is again invertible in a neighborhood of the origin
and so /*, defined by (9) for any real or complex a, is identically an integral
iterate of / if a is a positive integer. The /• commute with / and with each
other, and have the same regularity properties as the /" of section 2. Corre-
sponding to theorem 2.2., we have

THEOREM 3.2. (i) There is a 1—1 correspondence between the set of all
transformations g, analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and such that

(15) g(0, 0) = (0, 0), gof=tog,

and the set of all transformations of the form u(x, y) = (a*x+Py", ay),
a., § arbitrary constants, (ii) / / (x,, y j , (x2, y2), ^ (0, 0) are any two
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distinct points sufficiently close to the origin, there exists a unique analytic
transformation g satisfying (15) and such thatg(xlt yx) = (x2, y%) iff w^x, y j
= 0. If wi(x1, yj = 0 such a transformation exists iff wa(x2, y2) = 0, in
which case there exists a one parameter family of them.

4. Remarks

In the case of transformations which are not analytic, some of the above
results are valid if terms represented by dots are replaced by terms which
are O((|a;| + |j/|)1+'), d > 0. Even then, those results depending on the
existence of w""1 are not true in general without further restrictions. For an
example of this in the case of one variable see Szekeres [8] page 210.
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